
Dear R.L.H.S. Members,  

This season we are up to 102 subscribed Members, with another 5 promising to 

pay up at the next meeting!  Despite some older members no longer being able 

to attend (mainly because of ill health or no longer driving), the size of our 

membership remains pretty constant, thanks to a flow of new members.  The 

stability of our Membership is of great help, when it comes to budgeting.

At our first Committee Meeting it was decided, this year, to invest Society 

funds in several directions:

Firstly, we are going to purchase a designated R.L.H.S. laptop, which will help 

visiting Speakers deliver their lectures and serve as a centralised store for 

Society documents and images. 

To reflect the excellent and on-going work Chairman Ted puts into the R.L.H.S. 

website; in future we’ve decided to pay a small annual fee.  This will improve 

our profile by enabling us to get rid of the advertisements and appear more 

professional.  Eventually, our web address will also become shorter and 

snappier (as we lose the wordpress.com) 

We are also going to update and improve our promotional ‘pop-up poster’, to 

advertise our new venue and website.  

Jeff Child’s seminal and popular books on ‘Roath, Splott and Adamsdown’ 

have been sold out for some time, so we are getting a further 60 volumes 

printed.

A second-hand storage cupboard will also be obtained, that can be kept at St. 

Andrew’s.
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ST. ANDREW’S URC APPEAL 
As part of their fund-raising campaign, ‘Roath Unplugged’ will be taking place 

in the church, at the same time as our November Meeting.  I’ve been assured 

this candlelit event, comprises the playing of gentle, acoustic music, so 

shouldn’t impact on our evening.

R.L.H.S. WEB SITE 
As part of R.L.H.S.’s support for St. Andrew’s, Ted has been delving into the 

history of the church and it’s congregation.  On our website under ‘Local 

History’ there are two new articles.  Under ‘People of Roath’ we have William 

McKenzie – Chief Constable of Cardiff and under ‘War Memorials’ we have 

details of the five men commemorated, in copper lettering on St Andrew’s 

Great War Memorial Tablet.

BLOG 
The R.L.H.S. Blog has received it’s first Member’s contribution ‘Cycling in 

City Road’, from none other than the Honorary (Life Member) Malcolm 

Ranson.  It’s a very informative and entertaining piece - especially as regards 

women on wheels! 

Our next meeting is: 

Thursday, 8th. November 

St Andrew’s URC Church Hall 

“Cardiff Naturalists’ Society,               
150 years of Nature and Conservation” 

Andy Kendall, Geologist and the          
‘Nats’ 113th. President, will reference four 

venerable, past Presidents, with direct       
links to Roath; as he outlines the history and 
achievements of a Society that influenced,   

the very development of the City of Cardiff. 

Evening begins with☕ refreshments at 19.45 



Ted Richards has also added a timely piece on ‘The New Roath Mill’ that has 

appeared in Roath Mill Gardens. 

The Bloody Brook 

Five R.L.H.S. Members participated in the foraging walk, organised by Johana 
Hartwig as part of her multi-disciplinary artwork, responding to Roath Brook 
and its surrounding banks.  We contributed some historical input as we walked, 
talked and reminisced.  Noting the plaque to the Fair Oak; Roath Park House, 
(where William Wallace Pettigrew lived with his wife and family) and the 
section of the brook, at the top end of the Recreation Ground, which, in 1913 
had been widened and pitched to allow children to paddle (an old photograph of 
this was included in our recent Roath Retro Exhibition).  Also on the walk was 
Terry Davies, retired Cardiff Parks Service Horticultural Officer, who knew 
every shrub and tree along the way, including it’s botanical history and who had 
planted it!  For those of you sorry to have missed it, Terry will soon be on 
walkabout again: 

I was a little concerned that Roath Brook was being referred to as the Bloody 

Brook, albeit artistic licence.  I did a little research and discovered the 

following:  Roath Brook is neither Nant-Gwaedlyd (Bloody Brook) or Nant 

Fawr (Great Brook), but actually Nant Dderwendeg (Fairoak Brook), which 

Terry Davies confirmed, also pointing out a culvert in the Pleasure Gardens 

Autumn Tree Walk in Roath Park 
Sunday, 4th. November, 2018 

11:00 am - 1:00 pm  
Meet at Roath Park Conservatory, CF23 5PD

A two hour walk around 
Roath Park in he 

company of two of the 
city’s finest 

horticulturalists to learn 
about the park’s many 

trees and shrubs.
FREE Voluntary donation 

– Distance 1.6km



where, having joined with Nant Fawr, the Wedal flows into the Fairoak.  

Intriguingly, one source conjectures the name ‘Wedal’ could perhaps be the 

local form of waedol, 'bloody' an allusion to the great battle of Cardiff Heath, 

fought near its source, between the Welsh and the Anglo-Normans, c 1090.  

After all, the Fairoak, could therefore be partly a bloody brook! 

R.L.H.S. will be contributing to the following event ‘To Build a Better 
World’ organised by Awen (a support group for Whitchurch Library)

and hope that many of our Members will be able to attend:

Saturday, 24th. November 
“To Build a Better World” 

1918 and the Progressive Dream of Professor Millicent Mackenzie – Wales’ 
first woman parliamentary candidate 

10.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.  
Learning Suite of Cardiff Story Museum 

10.30 - 12.30 Cardiff and 1918 
R.L.H.S. Member, Rhys David will be speaking on the theme of what a typical 
Cardiff soldier missed about his native city during service abroad and what he was 
looking forward to coming back to: 

‘Mum can stop worrying – it’s all over’ 
& 

Ceri Stennett (author of ‘In Proud & Honoured Memory’)    
‘Different Roads, Same Destination’. 

1.30 3.30 In search of Millicent Mackenzie

Dr. Martin Wright (Cardiff University)   
‘Socialism in late-Victorian Cardiff’ 

& 
Prof. June Hannam  (UWE)   

‘To make the world a better place:  
campaigning for socialism, suffrage and peace,  

Bristol 1910-1918’



 

Between now and 8th. November, enjoy your🎃 pumpkins and💥 fireworks, 

Best regards, 

Elizabeth Morgan.  
R.L.H.S. Honorary Secretary. 

E-mail: roathhistory@gmail.com  
Telephone: 029 2048 2658 * Mobile/Text: 07801 544 823                                     

R.L.H.S. Web Site:www.roathlocalhistorysociety.wordpress.com


